**Stream title: The future of feminisms and CMS: Ethics, politics, and embodiment**

**Description of Proposed Stream**

Feminist traditions in CMS have a rich history of uncovering issues related to gender and ethical subjectivities, bodies and embodiment, the politics of knowledge production, and the living and working conditions of global laborers. Transnational feminisms allow examination of the interconnected polity and unequal relations of power among workers, multinationals, and governance institutions globally (Calás and Smircich, 2011). Postcolonial feminisms, through work by Gayatri Spivak, bell hooks, and Sara Ahmed to name a few, provide discursive and material analytic insights on the gendered and racialized subjects of management research and global labor circuits. Cherrie Moraga calls for a ‘theory of the flesh’ (Moraga and Anzaldua, 1981) where ‘embodied theory emerges from the material reality of multiple oppression and in turn conceptualizes that materiality’ (Yarbro-Bejarano, 1994: 6). Recent iterations of material feminisms connect discursive and material analyses to uncover the relevance of bodies and embodiment for how we engage in the social world (Alaímo and Hekman, 2009) and bring about social change. Despite these philosophical and practical advancements, ‘critical sexism’ or the belief that by virtue of being critical, CMS scholars are not and cannot be sexist, has been a recurring issue in our field. This has hindered productive conversations and research arriving from diverse feminist traditions. The aims of this stream are to address the ‘epistemic violence’ (Spivak, 1988) related to feminist work in CMS which is essential for challenging neoliberal discourses, the continued erasure of women and the lack of representation of non-western voices and women of the Global South (Spivak, 1988). In addition we ask, how might symbolic and material violence be rethought through epistemic resistance (Medina, 2013)?

We invite submissions that provide ontological, epistemological and methodological insights for the future of CMS and move the field beyond its own blind spots in order to politicize the practice of feminism, including but not limited to themes such as:

- Resisting bodies, activism and feminist practices.
- The impact of relationality and subaltern studies.
- Intercorporeality and the ethics of sexual difference and generosity in addressing epistemic violence and resistance.
- Critiques of ‘giving voice’ and the politics of authenticity and emancipation.
- Feminism across borders and embodied voices from the Global South.
- Feminist critiques of CMS theory and practice
- Strategies for differencing and decentering CMS theoretical frameworks by reading and writing studies of organization ‘beyond’ the Global North without assimilation.
- Creating feminist practices of kindness, slowness and critical friendship to suffuse the bodies of CMS and the institutions in which CMS is embedded.
- Developing collaborative, interdisciplinary projects that provide a space for CMS scholars to work with feminists from other disciplines including, for example, anthropology, sociology, and American Studies.
- Backlash politics, radical voices, critical sexism and its impact on CMS.
- Possibilities for resisting differently including new ideas of shared responsibility and network solidarity.
- Strangers, strangeness and embodied others in post-coloniality (Ahmed, 2000).
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